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I

Thanet Poetry Journal Volume Three has been guest edited by Hannah Fairbairn,
Lannah Marshall and David Rowden, the three Directors of Thanet Writers CIC.
Hannah, a writer and poet, has a background in management and retail. She is
people-focused and uses the skills she has learnt through work and parenthood to
bring out the best in others.
Lannah is a writer, poet and illustrator with education experience, with a personal
focus on inclusivity and diversity. She actively promotes equality and has taught
English.
David is a writer and poet who is actively involved in the charitable sector within
Thanet. He frequently attends poetry readings and events to support and promote the
local poetry scene.

“Whilst Thanet has always had a diverse and interesting poetry scene,
in recent years it has blossomed, with written and spoken-word poetry
being joined by performance based poetic artistry. This blend of
traditional and modern sits comfortably within our seaside towns,
where different forms of poetry can thrive as separate entities or
become a leaning post for one another, bringing fresh opportunities
for confidence building and self-expression. The talent of the Thanet
poet is nurtured to their own taste, whether it is in the competitive
atmosphere of a slam or in the quiet rooms of a writing group.
Thanet Poetry Journal is but a speck of the talent that lies within the
Isle, but a beautiful speck that encompasses the spectrum of diversity
that exists here. We are very proud and excited to have been asked to
guest edit the third edition of the Thanet Poetry Journal.”
Lannah Marshall, on behalf of Thanet Writers CIC

Thanet Writers (CIC No. 10690420) is a community organisation and
publisher supporting writers, poets and authors with a connection or link
to Thanet, and promoting culture, especially writing, literary arts and
poetry.

thanetwriters.com
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Introduction

Firstly, we would like to thank everyone who submitted their poetry to
this third volume of the Thanet Poetry Journal. We have delighted in
reading the varying works and, after much debate and deliberation,
selected twenty-three poems to be included in this edition.
Within this collection many topics have been highlighted with substance
and relatability, including the running themes of community oneness and
collaborative support, along with the struggles of solitude and loneliness,
especially regarding mental health and stress evoking human emotions
such as anxiety, self-doubt and regret. There is also a strongly repeated
sense that, although we may have to deal with social anxieties, being
able to belong as part of a community will bring us joy, satisfaction and
contentment.
Overall, whilst the selected poems vary in style and subject, they come
together around a common thread. Some hold a rather sombre longing
for a life that once existed, or for a change to the one we have been
given, whereas others celebrate connection with others and the comfort
of company. A strong correlation between genuine positive interaction
and contentment is clearly alluded to, and the diversity of viewpoints
create a feeling of a three-dimensional sculpture made from twenty-three
individual photographs.
Poets have explored a variety of poetic structures and played with both
rhythm and rhyme in refreshing and interesting ways, leading to a
collection that balances breath-taking and elaborately beautiful wording,
along with concise and direct statement, to grow a communal message
that is deepened through symbolism and allegory, helping readers to
build an intricate image in their minds and become truly submerged in
the mood of this third volume of the Thanet Poetry Journal.

Hannah Fairbairn • Lannah Marshall • David Rowden
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Nocturnal
In the darkness I am free and happy.
There is touch and comfort.
There is softness.
Slowly I turn,
making revolutions,
burrowing gradually,
a worm in the crumbly earth.
It matches me exactly,
gives back the precise amount of sensation.
Moving so slowly
is better than sleep.
I’m a pretty fish in deep water,
I ride currents and flip.
Others ghost past, slinky,
a counter movement
to my forward.
They may have not discovered me,
that is, I may have not discovered myself.
I like to keep my eyes shut,
if I have them.
In the stark day
I’m a specimen on the block.
My body is prostrate out of water.
Figures assault my precious universe
with supposed hatreds,
kindnesses, weaknesses.
At night I again meet my glittery mate.
We do tricks in the pool.
Of utmost importance,
the preservation of the inner world.

Setareh Ebrahimi

IV

Post Script
Last conversations aren’t what you’d think.
Not necessarily awkward.
Not necessarily painful.
Not at the time.
The thing is the unknowing,
The
Inability to know
Because, you see, you never know the last time.
The ordinary transmuted into gold or
Poison
But never the clay of the everyday.
I am always malleable.
Simultaneously unyielding and easily crushed
I’m overly aware of my faults.
I’m told that that’s a fault.
But for once I’m glad that my last words were apologies,
and my last thoughts kind.
I know it’s against the rules.
But I wish you were allowed a post script.
For stars and broken shards and spinning plates and the poetry
of moments to write themselves
In that shining blank space
Just above my name.

Helen Whitehead
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Tsunami
I dream of the silence.
The pregnant pause of inhalation that draws us
To the sandy shores we call home.
It’s the wind up,
The cocked fist of the sea
That rears back before the punch
And cleanses us
Like the wisdom of the father
As he rallies the next strike for talking back again
We drown
We forget how to breath the water we were born from
And cling to land that fades to memory with the riptide
Leaving the silence on the shore

Connor Sansby
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***
I looked through my planner
started with today
then days flipped backwards
reading through my cursive
I could almost feel
how I felt then
Some days were blank
occasionally
or weeks after weeks
those were the days of happiness
Plan gave a reassurance
that another day
another purpose will come
happiness did not require ink
Happiness was quiet
but so consuming
like a song you hum in your mind
when you walk

Apollinarya
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Opia
That simple thing
Shared with strangers and dogs and mannequins
A thoughtless exchange
The dirty pennies pressed into the palm of the pauper
Your eyes,
They disarm me
Cut me into pieces
And leave me
Confetti on the floor
Something beautiful to grind underfoot into the pavement
Glitter me into memory
I hope you feel the burn of my red curls entwined around your fingertips
in the dead of night
The ghost of my kiss a poltergeist
that moves your thoughts into places you can’t reach
my name a door slamming
when you were convinced it was only you in the house
Your heart thumps
A silence follows
There’s nothing there

Penny Tigerlily Lane
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Plume
Feathers falling in morning light
from flight, alight
embers slowly glow as turbulence dies;
too photogenic not to share,
but filters are lost in whipped air
near an open door.
Wings beating in blurring daze,
uncaged, un-phased,
this atmosphere an ethereal stage:
a literal invisible platform,
a multifaceted live stream
from performance to floor.
Breeze free from barred confines,
acclimatise, realise
the free escapee now flies
silent, no tweets or chirps;
unplugged we glide like birds
above the net and soar.

Seb Reilly
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Invisible
Can you see it..?
Can you?
Look... really closely.
Just. Behind. Here [eyes]
I spent years, hiding away,
Feared your eyes on me,
Scared you’d see,
The Monster.
I wanted – no, I longed to be
Invisible.
But as I step out and brave those eyes,
I realise, to my surprise,
That IT is invisible!
You just see me, you see.
So, they treat me as though
I have no
Battle.
I should, should, should, should, should, should,
SHOULD!
Be able.
Like he and she and he and they and she and they are able.
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The more you look; the less you see.
It’s not me, you see,
Because I’m not free.
Constrained, by Monster’s grip on me.
He holds me tight,
With oppressive might,
So I can’t fight...
–But I do!
I’m here, speaking to you,
When all I want to do
Is hide away,
Fearing your eyes on me,
Wishing myself
Invisible.

Joanne Murray
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Coffee Shop Girl
On that dark day, when,
The cloak of learned independence,
Provided little shelter,
And solitude became loneliness,
Succour came from an unlikely place:
The girl in the coffee shop!
An incidental vector,
Banishing loneliness,
Like a star shell,
Bright and transient,
Cream to life’s acidity,
Her:
Warm smile,
Espresso eyes,
Cappuccino skin and waterfall hair,
Italian optimism with Italian coffee,
Overcame circadian bitterness.
It wasn’t love,
Or lust,
Just the joy of kindness,
And appreciation,
Pleased to be together,
For a few minutes in retail ritual,
That suggested,
If she was pleased to see me,
Then may be you would be too?
And there lies hope.

James Souze
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The Days Before You Set My World
On Fire
My hand lies upon where your heart beats beneath
As we entangle each other in our everlasting sleep
Kisses exchanged in the haze of the morning
They light up my bones like the sun hits the horizon
I could lay here forever.
Watching your chest rise and fall like the winds change in seasons
I’m filled with serenity, a feeling emitted from you
On the edge of my calm I feel the panic
But I tell myself it’s okay this time
because you feel it too
I’ve let go of my demons, released them into
a place that exists far from anywhere that is here
Though we’re surrounded by things that
will never make sense and never stop hurting
But we’ve built us a haven that lies between
the sheets we inhabit
So I’ll run
and I’ll tell everyone
That the hurt and the pain
is totally okay, because in the
form of you, the light has returned
and here it will remain.

Faded Scribblings
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inside, outside
People sometimes
wear their hearts
outside, untucked,
on the sleeve
and on the breeze.
Other times,
they send their grief in –
inside, hidden,
in the saviour
echo chamber.
External and
internal things
have different weight
but taste the same.
That’s why raindrops
do a brave and
horizontal dance
on greyed train windows
while, within, tears fall
straight down.

Matt Chamberlain
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Wishful Thinking
Life becomes a lesson in futility
The days turn to tedium
Tired of trying to retain stability
My soul sings the same melancholy song
I wander through the weeks, fatigued
Years spent fighting fragility wishing to be strong
If only I could sleep forever
A final release amid endless peace
All my connections I shall sever

Ricky Gillies
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The Guns of Margate
Kiss me quick
My heart fails
And I fall
Shot down by
The die cast
Cartoon guns
Of cowboys
From out West
Who rode in
On a horse
Called hubris
Dressed in tweeds
Josh and Em
Don’t approve
But young Sam
Doesn’t care
He runs up
To take aim
At blurred krauts
Hiding from
Bloodthirsty
Hipster kids.
Ian tears up
At old pics
Of neon
Bright futures
And summers
When the guns
Were still real
For parents
Who wore checks
In a non
Ironic way
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Miranda Jane
Never saw
Days like these
In the leaves
Where toy guns
Run to dust
Carted off
To pay debts
In Dreamland
Old hats plead
Kiss me,
Kiss me quick

Barry Fentiman-Hall
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Softly Raging
I had been delayed in my travels
Retraced my errant steps
back up the slow long hill, stopped
when my lungs screamed for air
When I opened the door
The wind came in behind me
A chill of dark dreams danced in the corner
Then moved across the silence
of no clock ticking and asked
why I wandered here
A faint line of empty chairs shifted
The inevitable glass
Of half emptied of whiskey
Rattled on the three legged table
The bottle of emotion
Resting prone on the floor
Found my hand around its neck
It whispered it’s sorrows to me
In a sad lament filled with sighs
With a toast for no one who was someone once
This cuddled day found my lips moving over
The verses of his notebooks
The words tasted of sea and ash
As the night disappeared
Into a sadness of stars
that trembled in the raging light

Chris Vannoy
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One More Time
One more time here I stand, I wish that I could hold your hand.
You could tell me it will be okay,
make me smile another day...
That won’t happen.
I’m here alone.
As I stand, no peace, no plan.
A little confused on what to say, I wish there was another way.
I’m frozen with this fear that you will disappear.
No peace, no plan,
just me stood here.
You’d tell me you care, I know you do.
You say the right things, you pull me through.
But now you’re not here, so what do I do?
I’m here alone.
No one’s pulling me through.

Tara Taylor
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Lovecraft’s Ghost
Let me tell you about the number 8.
8 times 2 fingers on a 16 year old punched in a dial tone as if it were his
bedroom wall.
8 rounds of 116 123 take 2 steps back and look at me I’m choking on my
therapy cos therapists gave up on me.
8 pairs of glasses perched on noses staring down a lonely coast, to them I
must be Lovecraft’s ghost, “pretentious ’cos I love it so.”
9 times out of 8 times they were wrong.
Because losing sight is easy, just close your eyes and 1 2 3 we’re here
and they’re the enemy, who needs ’em, sure as hell not me.
Now it’s 5 in the morning,
Since 1 last night that makes 2 attempts to call Samaritans per hour over
the course of 4 hours and 8 times I’ve heard “please try again.”
“Please try again...”
I’d love to try again.
See where mum’s advice went wrong, or which road less travelled
should I be on like every other man who’s song sounds like it will remain
unsung, unsingable, every syllable a decibel that’s diss-able like disappointments circling the drain, we’re inadmissible.
Your failures are your own, 3 years on from 16 and you’re still on that
phone.
Try to ask mum and dad why the bad guys won because the world isn’t
going to tell you.
Why in a man’s world did my courage not save me?
Is it because I’m not good enough?
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Why did evil prevail when it was shown kindness?
And why aren’t the samaritans picking up?
Well that’s easy.
It’s because there’s more men and women than I can count that need an
ear and a voice at the end of that telephone.
Heaven’s got a line, salvation’s got a queue.
So here we go.
116 123.
We are blind yet we still breathe–
–Help me...
Help us,
Please.

Rhys Tucker
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Predictions – Palindrome
Fading slowly
Is life
Here and now?
Something ferments
Problems make problems
The people are zombies
Phones they’re always using
Through increased distance
Of feelings
Lost and lonely
Is it sad?
Is it silly?
How interaction
Has gone...
Hearts closed
And
Minds switched-off.

Laura Kestrel
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Humble Snail
The streets are littered
With their broken bodies
Drawn out by the caress of the rain
These are the victims of the war
between man and nature
Shells glittering like delicate jewels
Piercing their defenceless forms
Killed by their own fragility
There is not enough time
Not enough love
To see the beauty in the humble snail

Megan Hairan
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My Father the Giant
There once was a boy, most valiant and bold
As big as a horse, not yet ten years old
His father a Giant, much bigger than he
Together they lived in a deep dark cave
Right next to a tree.
“How big your belly,” the boy did scream!
“It’s those rocks you eat all covered in cream
For breakfast, lunch and dinner too
And all that snacking in between you do.”
“Mind your own little self,
What I eat suits my health.
The rocks I ingest can be square and thick
The cream helps them reach my belly more quick.”
“Oh Daddy,
You eat all night and you eat all day
With hardly a moment to rest or play
We have not been on an adventure for ages
The time I have to spend on my own is outrageous!”
“I am sorry dear boy, you need to speak up
I am crunching a rock and it has gotten stuck
Be a good little giant and get me a pick
A branch by the river should do the trick.”
The boy in a huff
Goes off through the rough
And settles himself near the stream.
Alone and dejected
His sad face reflected
He’s joined by an owl most serene.
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“Tell me, winged friend with your grace and your flair
My father the greedy-guts is just not being fair.”
“Toowhoo,” said the owl, again, “Toowhoo.”
“Why to me of course, I just don’t know what to do.
Maybe I need to find something my father can eat
That won’t make him sluggish but light on his feet
A fluffy, nimble and easy concoction
Like silk or a whipped delight is an option.”
“Tooweet,” said the owl, again, “Tooweet!”
“That’s right my friend, how clever to say
With your lovely manners and plumage so sweet.”
“Tooweet! Tooweet!” Then the owl flew away.
The boy in a flurry ran back in a hurry
He knew what needed to be.
“I’ll tell my father to munch on the clouds
They’re fluffy and best of all calorie free.”
From that day forth, dear boy, dear girl
Every time you look up at the sky unfurl
When clouds disappear and the sun comes out
It is dinner time and the Giants are about.
See them grab those clouds and gobble and chew
And make those holes for the sun to peek through.
If clouds have come back and covered the land
And it has gone real dark and dreary and ever so bland
Then do not be sad,
It is really not all bad!
For this is when the Giants have filled their bellies,
All proper and good
And gone on adventures with their baby Giants,
As well they should.
Steven Hebert
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Ghost Children
Ghost children on the street, giant eyes and bare feet
Knowing wrong from right where shadows prey at night
Black waters swill under a bridge of cold thunder
as fingers scrape bread they’re feeling the dread
of no home. Sons and daughters left on their own.
Mingled with water is the food they pick
from the floor below yet still their fingers lick.
It grows on the street around people’s feet
thrown to stampeding crowds. Ghost children not allowed
so they have to wait for the crowds to abate
grateful for scraps from stale loaves and baps.
To make into soup they add spice, basic food must suffice.
Outside kitchens they feed with pigeons
Thanking God they pray for their meal that day
Trust helps it turn out right. Hope brightens the night
Their needs are minimal, they remain invisible.
Ghost children on their own. Ghost children all alone.

Valerie Tyler
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Nightfears
A dampened pillow as raised voices fill the air,
Foetal position and a less than confident prayer.
Bangs and crashes, slaps and bites, punches and screams,
This is this small ones reality, not another of their bad dreams,
A cacophony of sound, noises of cold blooded violence,
A thud as a body hits the floor, then nothing but sinister silence.
Cowering, anticipating whats to come,
The door flies open, nowhere to run,
A silhouette fills the room engulfed by blinding light,
Same story, different night,
The rancid smell of stale beer on his breathe as he leans over,
Strokes the childs head and pulls back the cover,
Seconds seem like hours and minutes like days,
He no longer feels the pain,as there he lays,
Its over not a word was said, then his abuser is gone,
He’s left there in silence, now, once again alone,
This wasn’t the first time and, he’s sure
Won’t be the last,
A young one accustomed to abuse,
His future sure to be shaped by his past,
Abandonment and neglect apparent from the start,
Doing nothing more than isolating an already fragile heart.

Beady Man
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The Meeting of the Waters
[In Memory of Anne, Patsy and Peggy]

Knee deep in mud and memory
and lost amongst the high wetlands
of its birth, those first slow bubbles,
those shy weepings of the water-logged earth,
heralded its arrival
into the realm of sky and light.
The thought of river gathering on itself
then on itself again and again,
until that first trickle
amongst the waving reeds
grows broad, deep and bold enough
to wean itself from the bogs
in which it was born and learned to speak;
the mere sound of river
taking shape, growing,
finding its voice, its meaning.
And the thought begot the word
and the word begot the deed
and the deed becomes a river
and the river became the Suir.
*
And the Suir took us to a land
where hope bloomed in the freer air.
*
And hope was an epidemic, a torrent,
a tidal wave of people flooding the seas.
And hope was dashed against the rocks
guarding the unforgiving shores of Europe.
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*
I will rise and go now
and go to where
in childhood memory
the Suir the Nore and the Barrow
burbled, babbled and blathered
in the school holidays.
Maybe there, where my three sisters played
at the meeting of the waters
I’ll live again the innocent days.

Tony Frisby
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Margate Sands 2017
The sunset is planet lust
My footsteps singleyour footsteps should be there with mine
My twin
I am but flotsam and jetsam
Black on the pale evening sand
And take heart that they are twins too, the wreckage of the sea.
Our foot steps, sixty years ago on Titirangi Beach,
along with the dead albatross, spread out –
twice as big as us, all swept out in the turning surf.
His soft wings around my neck
as the lights of Margate glow.

Alyson Hunter
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In Search of Lost Time
We came upon the house as thunder clouds growled
round the pink-roofed valley, ragged as hungry wolves,
massed black against the horizon’s shining rim,
hot rain like stones. This was the place, here,
to put down roots, this foundering, rotten carcass
of a house, with its damp and inhospitable heart,
its canker blooms, abandoned to a dozen greedy winters,
shipwreck of ivy on a stench of feral cats.
Awake in the dark, the shadows belonged
to monster and myth, the tented gloom a constellation
of fears migrating, piecemeal, until morning crept
from its hiding hole. Owl cry to cockerel, nothing else
to hear but creaking, sighing, wind decanting arias
in chimney breasts, the drip and drip and drip from taps
and cisterns, mutterings of rodents. Night roamed about
the house, stole through brick, wood and water.
We uncovered vanished lives, peeled them from
walls, uncoupled their presence from rusted iron
and fractured clay, trod the same steps,
dished and smoothed by trooping feet,
soaked off the faded camouflage of limewash
and found them, undimmed, enigmatic, in hieroglyphs
beneath. They lived for brief moments in our days,
like butterflies, glimpsed and gone, stolen flickerings
of colour, light and empty air.

Lesley Quayle
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